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VNSW PROTOCOLS REGARDING –

ENGAGING NATIONAL CLINICIANS/JUDGES TO CONDUCT NSW CLINICS/EVENTS

VNSW is dedicated to the growth and development of vaulting by engaging the services of suitably 
qualified and skilled professional clinicians to conduct VNSW workshops. The cost of hosting 
workshops with top clinicians is significant and occasionally other groups seek to benefit from these 
clinicians outside the workshops and events conducted by VNSW.  Anyone seeking to take advantage 
of VNSW funded clinicians will need to abide by the following conditions: 

1 All clinicians and judges brought to NSW by VNSW remain at all times under the care and 

control of VNSW for the duration of the NSW clinic/event or until released by VNSW from 

the agreed terms of engagement. 

2 Once released from VNSW's care and control all clinicians and judges may travel for leisure 

during their visit at their own expense. 

3 VNSW or its agent shall be responsible for all transport arrangements, accommodation and 

meals for clinicians and judges for the duration of the clinic/event (excluding alcohol). 

4 Clinicians and judges who choose to conduct additional clinics/events for entities other than 

VNSW while 'in NSW' may do so only if a cost sharing arrangement for all expenses related 

to engaging the clinicians/judges has been negotiated with and paid in full to VNSW prior 

to the commencement of any additional clinics/events.   

5 Any expenses, insurances or claims associated with clinics or events not conducted by VNSW 

will be the sole responsibility of the clinicians, judges and the clinic/event organisers. 

6 A copy of Certificate of Insurance cover for the clinician must be supplied to the organising 

committee prior to the clinic. 

7 Australian clinicians should supply a WWCC number or state/territory equivalent to the               
organising committee  prior to the event.
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